How to get access to Processing Servers

Projects inside DAPA

DAPA offer two solutions for processing data related to ongoing projects.

- Through Linux Operative Systems.
- Through Windows Operative Systems.

You have to send an e-mail to dapa-it@cgiar.org requesting access to the processing servers. You have to specify:

1. Operative System
2. Programs you will use

Once we received the e-mail we will send you information for accessing and some recommendations.

How to access remotely to processing servers outside CIAT

Please follow this steps:

Through a VPN Connection

A VPN (Virtual Private Network) connection allows users to access the resources of DAPA offered inside CIAT but in a remote way (outside CIAT).

If you also need an external remote access to the storage system, please follow these instructions:

1. Send an e-mail to CIAT-Mesa de Ayuda-IS ciat-mesadeayuda@cgiar.org with copy dapa-it@cgiar.org requesting VPN access.
2. They will send you instructions you must follow up in order to access to the remote connection.

Once you are connected to the VPN please work as you usually do. This permission should be requested once.
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